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View from Lake Champlain –more later

Event CALENDAR
October 23-25 Anacortes, Wa Gathering
November 13-15 Long Beach Rally& Business Mtg.
February 16, 2010 Yuma with Jim & Ang
March 25, 2010 ODR Cathedral City Potluck
May, 2010 CCI Rally Kerrville, Texas
May 22-23, 2010 Hoodsport Canal Event
August 5-8 , 2010 NWCC Annual Event
August 11-14, 2010 FMCA Rally Redmond, OR

October, 2009
The fall rallies are coming together nicely. The last count I
heard was 12 coaches going to Anacortes and 23 to Long
Beach! We haven’t started registrations for anything else
yet, but there is a lot in the planning stage for next year including a pre-rally for the FMCA International Convention in
August. You’ll find details about both the Anacortes and
Long Beach Rallies elsewhere in this newsletter.
Our next club meeting will be in Long Beach at the rally. We
will elect a Nominating Committee for next year and read the
proposed by law changes necessary to conform the bylaws
to the way we are currently running the club.
Your Board has been busy completing the transition from
last year’s officers to this year’s even while traveling around
the country. It appears that most of your Board will back to
the Northwest in time to be at the Long Beach Rally so I
hope we can firm up the Rally Schedule for next year. Your
Wagon Masters for the FMCA Pre-Rally have been hard at
work looking for a suitable RV park to host us and planning
the event. At this time there are no plans for another Reunion Pre-Rally, but that may change if we get enough feedback from the club.
Myself? Well, it’s fall again and school
has started just about everywhere. I’m
back in the classroom teaching so I’m a
weekend RV’er for a while! It looks as
though my winter classes will all be virtual,
online classes, so I’ll be free to head south
for a few months as I have in the past.
Wherever your travels are taking you, have a safe trip. We
look forward to seeing all of you at a rally sometime soon to
hear about your travels.
Fred Dent, President

August 25-29, 2010 CC Reunion Albany, OR
October 25-29, 2010 CCI Fall Party Myrtle Beach, SC

Contact Lee Casebeer to join NW-CC-ERS Yahoo Group

Reflections on Propane RefrigeratorsFrom the B&M Repair Shop of Vern Serex

There have been a lot of articles on the CC owners Yahoo site about
refrigerators not working on gas while going down the road, but working just fine when parked. Last year I installed a new refrigerator and
thought that the job was done. Ha, Ha!! My son and family used our
coach in August and, guess what? The refrigerator did not work while
going down the road. I have spent some time thinking about this problem, and have come to this conclusion. The reason the gas down not
work is because there are strong eddy currents happening in and
around the base of the flame area next to the floor of the refrigerator.
These currents must be stopped in order for the flame to burn correctly. In our coach, I found that when I installed the new refrigerator I
had not completely sealed the front of the unit from the back of it, the
area where the refrigerator meets the cabinets. This is a must in order
to stop air from traveling from inside the coach and across the bottom
of the refrigerator past the flame causing air disturbance. This happens
because a negative pressure is created by the air flowing across the
outside of the coach, into the sidewall vent and exiting out the roof
vent. If air travels from inside the coach, it will create wind eddies disturbing the flame. In addition to the inside seal, I took off the outside
vent cover and measured the frame inside where the vent cover is
mounted. I found a furnace filter at Lowe’s, (WEB Lifetime Adjustable
ECO Filter), cut it to fit this area and installed it. This will help the incoming air to enter in a more controlled manner, (again, trying to make
the air move, but in a gentle manner). It should be noted that this filter
must be installed in such a way that it will not shake loose and reach
the back of the refrigerator and the flame area so as to prevent any fuel
for a fire. I hope this helps, I’ll find out if I’ve found the correct solution
when we travel to Anacortes next month.

original Blue Dawn (dish soap) to solve this problem.
Important Note: Never use antibacterial soap or disinfectant cleaners in your
tanks because they will stop the action needed to keep your tanks clean and
fresh smelling. Also, don‟t throw unused medications down the toilet.
 Always read manufacturers directions to make sure your product can be
added to gray tank!
 When adding product to gray tank, use it in a different sink or shower drain to
keep your p-traps clean.
Holding Tank Do’s and Don’ts:
 Never use bleach to “sweeten” a tank.
 Do not mix together different brands or types of treatment. This will most likely
make both treatments non-effective.
 If you are getting odor or splash back from your toilet when the tank is less
than full, you have a problem with the tank vent. It is either plugged or is extending too far into the tank.
 It is a good idea to flush your tanks occasionally
Washing Machines:
 If your RV washer has an odor, add some of the treatment to a short wash
cycle (no laundry) and it will soon be clean and fresh smelling.
 When storing your RV, add small amount of product to the last rinse cycle &
run. This could remove anything from the pump area that could create a smell.
Miscellaneous:
 You don‟t have to use the toilet paper from RV stores, you can use one or two
ply paper from your favorite store
 You shouldn‟t use formaldehyde based products, they are ruining septic systems.
 The product recommended by the presenter of this seminar is Happy Camper
made in Medford, Oregon. It is only sold by a few distributors throughout the
US. To find out more email:ru1happycamper@yahoo.com



Report from Gary Wallstrom NW VP CCI
Editor Note: This information came from a seminar I attended at the FMCA SixState Rally in Oklahoma. Some of our newer RVers may find this useful.

Black Tanks:
 Never open the black tank valve until the tank is at least 1/2 full. (Dumping the






tank when it is less than 1/2 full will not allow the tank to empty properly.
If your RV is sitting idle:
1. Fill the toilet with water and flush.
2. Fill again, add chemical and flush again, this will ensure that the treatment
is in the tank, not stuck near the valve below the tank.
Another trick is to pre-charge the tank with a few gallons of water after you
dump. This will fill the outlet pipe and wet the bottom of the tank so the contents spread out and start to break down instead of staying exposed to the air.
It is a good idea to add treatment as soon as you dump so that you don‟t forget to do it. If traveling, it will also clean your tanks while getting to your next
destination.
Follow manufacturer‟s directions to make sure product works its best.


Gray Tanks:
 These tanks do not need to be treated every time you dump, but if your gray







tank gets an odor it can be difficult to get rid of because the smelly stuff grows
from the top of the tank down. To prevent this use your chemical every third
time you dump.
Twice a year you should treat your gray tank with a double dose of chemical.
The best way to do this is to fill the tank 1/2 full of water, add treatment and
drive approximately 50 miles (or to your camping destination) This will allow
the treatment to slosh around to the top of the tank. Drain when you get there
or when it‟s full.
To remove a gray tank odor: Start with an empty tank and add at least a
double dose of product. Next, fill the tank full with water or until you see it
coming into the shower drain. Let this sit overnight and empty in the morning.
By doing this you will have allowed the product to work to the top of the tank,
thus getting rid of the problem that causes the odor.
Grease: If you have grease build up in the tank, add a couple of ounces of

Reporting from CCI‟s Gatlinburg Fall Party in Sevierville, TN. Pat and I attended this
rally from 9/30 thru 10/3 . Great time was had by all with 107 coaches attending. We
were the only representative from the West Coast and represented NWCC‟s well.
Great food, fellowship and entertainment. Because of its mainly East Coast connection, we met lots of new folks.
We were camped less than 10 miles from The Great Smokey Mountains‟ National
Park. We took full advantage of that and spent several days in the park. The fall
foliage is just barely beginning, but it‟s still quite beautiful. If you ever get a chance
be sure and visit this area!
CCI announced 3 future
rally‟s to put in your schedule. In May of 2010 there will
be a 100 coach CCI rally in
Kerrville, Texas at Buckhorn
Resort. In October of 2010
(25-29) there will a CCI fall
party in Myrtle Beach, SC. In
October of 2011, CCI will put
on a Fall Wine Country Rally
in Callistoga, Ca with exact
dates to be announced.
There will be e-mail updates
of the details of all of these
rally‟s.
We are on to Kentucky, then
to Georgia. After that, we will
head for Kerrville, Texas for
a week, then off to Indio, Ca.
Safe Travels,
Gary & Pat Wallstrom
Charter Members NWCC

Officer Contact List
Our officers are ready to help you at
any time.
Fred Dent, President
dent@u.washington.edu 206-282-6798

Russell Warren V. Pres.
wrussell6@msn.com 360-440-0496

Lee Casebeer Secretary
lcasebeer@gmail.com 503-459-1332

Dana Suttell treasurer

fdsutt@wavecable.com 360-876-1197

Don Schleuse N.Director
dons2346@yahoo.com 949-230-0390

Herb Harris Alt. N. Director
pat98686@gmail.com 360-430-3697
Mary Lou Thun Newsletter Editor
marylouthun@aol.com
David Roberts, Past President
kiwanisdcr@gmail.com 541-550-9660
Kris Casebeer, Membership Chair
kacasebeer@gmail.com 503-807-9936
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IN THE REAR VIEW MIRROR, ONLY HISTORY.
LOOKING FORWARD THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT.
We are rapidly coming to the end of our second year of existence as a new Motor Home club. The journey thus far has been interesting to say the least.
From my new position as Past President I would like to take a
few moments of your time to look back.
We started life in September 2007 with high hopes and expectations, not knowing that within months our world would be shaken severely by conditions far beyond our control.
As I innocently wrote in the early newsletters our plan was to
recruit one hundred plus members, put out a monthly newsletter, and
have several rally events each year.
Membership would be boosted by first time Country Coach
owners and word of mouth solicitations as our members traveled around
the country.
Our dreams were to attract twenty plus coaches to the events,
receive a stipend from Country Coach and even some factory service.
We would also forge an alliance with a major dealer. It was also hoped
that we could negotiate with RV Park owners for some attractive nightly
rates.
We were correct to dream big and aim high. Little did we anticipate that our path to success would be strewn with obstacles, testing
our ability and resolve.
At first everything seemed to be on track. Recruitment of members while slow was consistent and we did for a time exceed our 100member goal. Our first large rally in Salem did not come with factory
support but we did receive a stipend from Country Coach and our Guaranty dealer friends provided beverages and some technical help.
Our monthly newsletter became well established and over time
a reasonable supply of news articles were contributed by members.
Considering the difficulties created when trying to connect with
100 members, ninety percent via the Internet, ten percent via snail mail,
we made good progress.
However, all was not well in paradise! Escalating diesel
prices in the summer of 2008 caused just about everyone to rethink their
travel plans. There is no record of how many of our members decided to
scrap their plans to attend a NWCC event, but even one or two abstentions had an effect.
Nasty though it was the record high fuel price paled in comparison to what happened next. Housing sales stalled, defaults started,
credit became difficult, the Stock Market retracted and then the unthinkable happened, house prices started a downward spiral that in some
areas continues today.
Understandably one of the major effects of the recession was
great turmoil in the RV manufacturing world ultimately resulting in the
near demise of Country Coach.
Our expectations for factory support, stipends and a steady
supply of new coach owner members evaporated almost overnight.
With this bleak back drop there was a real concern that our
own NWCC would have severe problems, cut back on events and maybe
stagnate.
Today, I‟m happy to report that notwithstanding the very difficult
economic times we face NWCC is alive and well and in much better
shape then some of our counterparts.
True, our membership eased a little to just below the one hundred mark and we have no factory support but that did not stop our plans
to hold several events in the past few months.
The monthly newsletter has been published as promised, our
Editors Note: I am sorry that this didn‟t appear in last months version-but I had
some email issues as the newsletter was about to go to press.

annual dues remain a modest twenty-five dollars and we have seen several
great people step forward to act as wagon masters.
Our recent rallies at Long Beach, Yuma, Cathedral City, Newport,
Hood Canal, and Salem all received good grades and most of those attending have indicated their desire for a repeat event.
The wagon masters who did such a good job have agreed to
take on the challenge for 2010 and in some cases have already booked an
increased number of sites.
So in conclusion, I think it safe to say, albeit slower then originally
hoped, our progress as a club is strong and getting stronger. Our membership is showing that „when times get tough, the tough get going‟.
I would like to thank each of you for allowing me the opportunity
to represent you as your NWCC President for the past two years. It has
been a time that I will treasure in my memories for a long time.
Fortunately for me, you also selected a great group of people to
act as officers of the club during my term and I owe each of them many
thanks for making my job easy.
Thanks Kris Casebeer VP, Barb Lowery Newsletter Editor, Mary
Ann Storey, Treasurer, Don Schleuse, National Director, Herb Harris Alt.
Nat. Dir., and last but not least Lee Casebeer, Secretary.
My thanks also to my wife Karen, for her unreserved support and
editorial skills, and of course Sebastian and Charlie who accompanied us
on most club events.
Take care and travel safe, the future is bright.
David Roberts, Past President. August 28,2009

RV Sales Rebounding from Herb Harris
Source: Recreation Vehicle Industry Association
By Paul Davidson, USA Today
RV wholesale shipments jumped 16% in August from July to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 209,800, the Recreation Vehicle Industry Assoc. reported on September 29th.
While that‟s about half the industry‟s torrid sales pace in 2006, it‟s a 136% surge
from January. The trade group predicts 146, 200 shipments in 2009 and a 27%
increase next year.
Sales of motor homes and travel trailers are seen by some economists as a leading
indicator of the economy‟s health, because they‟re among the largest discretionary
purchases a consumer can make.
Trailers cost from $6,000 to $60,000, while motor homes-which include a living
space within a vehicle-typically are $50,000 to $300,000. About 8% of U.S. households own an RV.
RV sales began dipping in early 2007, many months before overall retail sales declined and the recession‟s start in December of that year. In recoveries, camper
sales often heat up early, as buyers who put off purchases grow optimistic enough
to open their wallets.
“Prospects that we talked to a year ago, even in spring of 2008, are now beginning
to come out and buy,” says Scott Hayden, president of Driftwood RV, the largest RV
retailer in New Jersey.
After plunging by a third in 2008 and early this year, Driftwood sales in September
are 15% ahead of a year ago and up 4% vs. September 2007.
Industry officials attribute the rebound to improved credit for dealers and consumers, low dealer inventories and stable gas prices.
The big driver is rising buyer sentiment, which could augur more robust retail sales
than predicted.
“It would suggest the worst of the (stock market) decline seems to be over, and the
consumer is in a position to come back,” says Indiana economist Morton Marcus,
who studies the RV market.
Manufacturer Airstream has boosted production 30% the past six weeks. Keystone
RV is hiring 200 workers to fill added demand.
Some economists put less premium on RV sales. Wells Fargo‟s Mark Vitner says
buyers are likely retirees who, deferred purchases, a trend that won‟t extend to
other big-ticket items, such as cars.
Economists‟ consensus forecast for the September consumer confidence report
indicates that the Conference Board‟s index rose this month to the highest level in a
year but is still well below normal.
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NorthWest Country Coachers
Pioneer Trails RV Park Rally
7337 Miller Rd. Anacortes, Wa.
888-777-5355

October 23 to 25, 2009
Reservations: Please send your site reservation fee with
your check payable to:

Pioneer Trails RV Park

to: Jack & Therese Gordon, to assure this event happens
Jack needs your reservation form by September 18th to inform the RV Park
There is lots to see & do in the Anacortes area. This is an open event for members & friends of NWCCers. Spread the word & invite your RV friends.
Please make your reservation early. There are 17 sites set aside for our Club. There are no rally fees for the event, just the remainder of your site rental payable at check in. You may reserve a few additional days either before or after the planned club event at the same rate.

Name(s): ___________________________________________________
E-Mail Address: ______________________________________________
Telephone: (____) - __________________
Arrival Date: _______________________Departure Date: ____________
Are you staying more that 3 nights: Yes ______ or No _________
Coach Length: _______ No. of Slides: _____ Towing?: __ Yes__No
Pets (Number, type, size): ______________________________________

Member of NWCCers? __ Yes __No (All are welcome, rates are the same for everyone)
All sites are full hookup. Our group rate is $35.26 per night including tax which is the first night‟s deposit to reserve your place.
Please make your check payable to: “Pioneer Trails RV Park” to reserve a site.
Jack will contact the park of your intentions, this procedure is so Jack knows how many Coaches are coming.
We need 10 coaches to waive the $125 the Club House usage fee. GOOD SAM discounts do not apply.
Mail this form & your 1st night‟s site fee check to the Gordons at:

Jack & Therese Gordon
15813 23rd Ave. SW
Burien, WA 98166
Any Questions? ? ? Call: 206-241-6988 or E-mail: gordondupl@aol.com

Anacortes for the Weekend!!!
The Anacortes Rally for 10/23 to 10/25 at Pioneer Trails RV Park is set and so far we have 12 rigs signed up (Serex, Dent, Onerheim, Kimball, Claggett, Eckhart, Olson, Rowen, Down, Roberts , Suttell, and Gordon) and a lot of the people will be coming earlier that week. The
tentative plans are that Friday evening will include a get together at the club house for hors d‟oerves (pupus) and Saturday evening will include contributing a light pupu, salad, dessert, etc., with the meat for barbeque (flank steak and chicken) being provided. Other meals will be
on your own.
No formal trips are planned for the group but suggestions are:
Visit La Conner for shopping, wandering , restaurants, and antiquing, (10 miles away).
Wander Anacortes for shopping and restaurants (5 miles away).
Take a ferry from Anacortes to Friday Harbor on San Juan Island. This is a beautiful ferry ride
for a couple of hours each way and costs about $13 roundtrip ($7 for seniors). See “Washington
State Ferries” for fares and schedules.
Then, of course, there is a casino a couple of miles away.
There is plenty to do in this beautiful part of the world and we hope to have some more folks join us for the weekend.
We are off on our east coast cruise and will be back about 10/10, so send us your reservation forms via email and call Pioneer Trails and tell
them you are going to join us and get an assigned spot in the B section. Our cell phones are 206-949-1965 and 206-295-0203. We should be
getting our emails.
Looking forward to seeing you in Anacortes! Therese and Jack
Newsletter Editor Changes Next IssueThis just in!! Mary Lou Thun will be taking over as the NorthWest Country Coachers newsletter editor for the November issue. Mary Lou requests that
all articles be to her by October 25. Please send your articles to marylouthun@aol.com. Hopefully someone from the Anacortes rally will be able to
send an article, recipes, and pictures. We‟d love to see pictures of boats and boaters from the ferry. Perhaps an article from each of our club officers
would help support Mary Lou and all the effort that she‟ll be putting in.
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Northwest Country Coachers
Andersen’s RV Park On The Ocean
November 13 to 15, 2009
Reservations : please make you reservation through NWCC (see below) and not directly with Andersen‟s
To guarantee this event we need your reservations by September 15
We may be able to accommodate additional reservations until October 15 on a space available
basis
This may be a clamming weekend but we won‟t know for sure until November so make your reservation now so we can claim
all the spaces we will need. This is an open event for members and friends of NWCCers. Spread the word and invite your RV
friends too. Please make your reservation early as this RV park fills up fast! If you think you may want to go please make a
reservation. The park has a very forgiving cancellation policy as long as your cancellation is received 7 days before arrival.
There is no rally fee for this event, just your site rental payable upon check in. You may reserve a few additional days either
before or after the planned club event at the same rate.

Name(s): _____________________________________________________________
eMail Address (for confirmation so be sure this is legible!):
_____________________________________________________________________
Telephone: (____)__________________
Arrival Date: _______________________Departure Date: ______________________
Coach Length: _____________ No. of Slides: ______
Towing?: __ Yes__No
Pets (Number, type, size): ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Member of NWCCers? __ Yes __No (All are welcome, rates are the same for everyone)
All sites are full hookup (20/30/50 Amp) with cable. Our group rate is $25 per night plus tax and a first night deposit is required. Please
make your $25 deposit check payable to „Anderson‟s on the Ocean.‟ Deposits are refundable for cancellations received by Andersen‟s RV
prior to November 6. Mail your $25 deposit (payable to „Andersen‟s on the Ocean‟) with this reservation form (one form per coach) to:
NWCCers
Questions : Call 206-914-4109
c/o Fred Dent
dent@u.washington.edu (Please put “NWCC” in subject line
3213 West Wheeler St #120
Seattle, WA 98199

Andersen‟s on the Ocean November 13-15
The Long Beach Rally at Andersen‟s on the Ocean is filling up!! We only have a few sites left, so, if you are thinking about coming
to this popular fall event or want to invite friends (this rally is open to friends of NWCCers even if they are SOB or fifth wheel!)
Please mail your reservation ASAP. The park is being very gracious allowing us to hold our block but we will have to release our
remaining blocked sites if we don‟t get reservations for them soon.
The following is the list of confirmed reservations we have received through Wednesday, September 23 (23 reservations so
far):Dent, Beck, Colby, Cox, Suttell, Clarke, Harris, Casebeer, Thun, Roberts, Schleuse, Warren, Down, Carrick, Detloff, Lowery,
Carleton, Gordon, Claggett, Eckhart, Wallstrom, Bliss, and Read.
Clamming Update: Tides haven‟t changed but it‟s still too soon for Fish and Wildlife to announce!
Weather Update: Andersen‟s promises that we will have „weather to remember‟ for the weekend!
Club Business: We‟ll have a club meeting at this event to elect a nominating committee and preview the proposed By-Law
changes to be voted on next year at the Annual Meeting.
Fun Update: Lots to do on the Long Beach Peninsula. PLUS „Game Night‟
Saturday evening– Texas Hold „Em to Mexican Railroad to Monopoly– you bring „em, we‟ll play „em! Anyone want to find a geocache or two? Several of the close to Andersen‟s. FOOD, did I mention food? NWCCer pot lucks are the best! PLUS our Nearly
Famous Saturday Organized Dog Walk/Run/Romp/Splash/Play/Herd/Dig/Eat-Sand/Jump/Shake/Pick-Up-A-Yucky-DeadThing on the Beach (yeah, yeah, “organized dog walk” is an oxymoron)! Last year the herding dogs gave up on the rest of the pack
and decided it was easier to herd the humans! Everyone‟s invited to come join the fun-please bring cameras! Ask to see the flying
dog picture from last year. So, if you haven‟t made your reservation yet, you‟ll miss all the fun. Hope to see everyone in Long
Beach. Fred Dent email dent@u.washington.edu (please put “NWCC” in subject line)
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A TIME AND A PLACE
There is an old saying in my country of origin, ”While at
the dinner table, children should be seen but not heard”!
Rather ‘Victorian’ and not very likely in 21st Century England or
America.
In some respects the same goes for Past Presidents.
When the gavel passes it is important to step back, let the new
administration take control and be of assistance when asked.
That is what I propose to do while writing my memoirs, attending
speaking engagements, and building my paperback library.
There is however, one piece of unfinished business from
my two year term as President and today I want to take care of
it. It is really for those of you who did not attend the Salem
rally and missed my swansong, complete with animation and in
color!
It was a great honor to be elected the first President
of NWCC. Actually, my job was made very easy as the membership also voted for a great board of officers each of whom
brought to the table a lot of experience and great enthusiasm
for the new club.
For the past two years my main job was to set a little
policy, choose a direction and then get the heck out of the way
as the board members took on the challenges of creating the new
club.
Today I wish to acknowledge those board members publicly, and to thank them for their unbridled enthusiasm and support. Thanks to their efforts the club achieved great success.
Kris Casebeer, VP. Kris made a huge contribution to the
founding of the club and as membership chair was responsible
for getting our membership to the 100 member mark.
Lee Casebeer, Secretary. Lee took on the hardest
challenge by becoming the secretary of a new organization and
performed an outstanding job. We are fortunate to have him
serving another term.
Herb Harris, Alt. Nat. Dir. Herb was a major part of
our first official rally in Prosser, Washington, and showed us how
to put together interesting events. Thanks Herb for placing the
bar so high.
Barb Lowery, Member at Large. As Newsletter Editor
Barb did an outstanding job, producing monthly publications no
matter where she and husband Tom were traveling in the USA.
Her dedication is one reason why the club has held on to so many
members.
Don Schleuse, National Director. Don brought to the
club a huge amount of experience concerning FMCA which he has
shared, and will continue to represent us at various events in the
future.
Mary Ann Storey, Treasurer. Mary Ann set up our accounting system, opened the bank account, took deposits, made
disbursements and filed our IRS report. Not as easy as it
sounds but May Ann got it done and has now handed those duties
over to the new Treasurer.
I should also mention Pat, Tom, Barbara, George and
Karen, the spouses who many times stepped up and volunteered
their own time to help our cause.
How lucky I was to have the support of such a great
group of people. To all of them I give my heartfelt thanks for

making my two year term so enjoyable. It was a great ride.
Your Immediate Past President, David
(Been there, done that, got the Tee shirt!)

South Dakota Attractions

By Kris and Lee Casebeer

If you need a break in traveling along I-90 in western South
Dakota, there is a well known, amazing place we would recommend. It is Mount Rushmore National Memorial, located 23
miles southwest of Rapid City. It's the greatest FREE attraction (but, parking is $10) in the US created by Sculptor Gutzon Borglum. The mountain was originally named after
Charles Rushmore, a New York lawyer who investigated mining claims in the Black Hills in 1885. Gutzon Borglum chose
this mountain for its height (5700' above sea level), the soft
grainy consistency of the granite, and the fact that it is exposed to the sun for the majority of the day. The presidents
were selected on the basis of what each symbolized. George
Washington represents
the struggle for independence, Thomas Jefferson
the idea of government by
the people. Abraham Lincoln for his ideas on
equality and the permanent union of the states,
and Theodore Roosevelt
for the 20th century role of
the United States in world
affairs. The carving of Mt.
Rushmore began in August 1927, and spanned 14 years.
Only six and a half years were spent actually carving the
mountain, with the rest of the time being spent on weather
delays and Borglum's greatest enemy - the lack of funding.
Work continued on the project until the death of Gutzon Borglum in 1941. No carving has been done on the mountain
since that time and none is planned in the future. The granite
faces of four American presidents’ are scaled to men who
would stand 465 feet tall! A spectacular program at Mount
Rushmore is the evening lighting ceremony held in the amphitheater at sunset. It’s a must see when touring the beautiful
Black Hills of South Dakota. Then, if you travel further east,
another change of scenery is the Badlands National Park. A
42 mile loop on Highway 240, south of I-90 will give you an
interesting view of Mother Nature’s grandeur. Badlands National Park consists of nearly 243,000 acres of sharply eroded
buttes, pinnacles and spires blended with the largest, protected mixed grass prairie in the United States. Badlands National Park contains the world's richest Oligocene epoch fossil
beds, dating 23 to 35 million years old.
From Two Wondering Gypsies

Thank youThis is my final edition of the NWCC News as the editor. I will
continue to send articles from our travels.
I wish to thank all of you who have sent in articles. It has
been a great way to get to know you. Again thanks, Barb
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